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OPPORTUNITY MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

An accurate view of your opportunity bank enables you to evaluate where your
focus needs to be…

What is your
position?
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Where is your
focus?
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INTERPRETATION

GENERATION
Position:
Insufficient
opportunity
bank in the
immediate
future
Focus:
Generation of
quick-yielding
opportunities
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CONVERSION

STRATEGIC GROWTH

Position:
Reliance on
some qualified
opportunities
to hit target

Position:
Immediate
needs met with
highly qualified
opportunities

Focus:
Conversion of
key
opportunities

Focus:
Development of
strategic growth
channels
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The illustrations on the following pages assume:

You will most likely have a
combination of these 3 scenarios
across different timeframes.

We are at the start of January assessing the outlook for
the rest of the year
The company has a 3-month lead time from the
generation of an opportunity to revenue recognition

You must therefore show where
you need to dedicate your focus
now,

and

the

impact

you

anticipate this having on future
periods.
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The

business

typically

converts

50%

of

pipeline

opportunities
Any opportunities at forecast stage are being monitored.
to ensure they are recognised within the expected
timeframes…
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SCENARIO 1

Focus NOW (Jan)
Generation
Conversion
Strategic growth

JanMar

AprJun

X

X

AugDec

x

When the
revenue
will be
recognised

x

Current focus (Jan):

Priority is the generation of quick-yielding opportunities that can
convert quickly (next 6 months). May need to communicate that
Q1 is unachievable given lead times.
Some focus dedicated towards converting prospects and pipeline
opportunities for Mar–Nov will reduce the volume of new
opportunities required.
Some investment in strategic growth channels (which yields
business in the 2nd half of the year) may help to prevent being in
the same position at the start of the 2nd half of the year.
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SCENARIO 2

Focus NOW (Jan)

Apr

May- AugJul
Dec

Generation
Conversion
Strategic growth

x

X
X

When the
revenue
will be
recognised

x

Current focus (Jan):

First quarter is secure with likelihood of small over-performance.
Reliance is on qualified (pipeline) opportunities in Apr-Aug. Focus
needs to be on converting April pipeline as a failure to do so
would result in missing the month’s target (given that it would not
be possible to backfill with new opportunities).
Dedicating focus now on the generation of opportunities for the
2nd half of the year will help to build a high quality opportunity
bank from strategically important customers and channels.
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SCENARIO 3

Focus NOW (Jan)
Generation

JanJul

AugDec

X

When the revenue
will be recognised

Conversion
Strategic growth

x

Current focus (Jan):

Immediate requirement for focus on the generation of near term
(tactical) opportunities that can convert quickly. May need to
communicate that Q1 is unachievable given lead times.
Lack of pipeline opportunities means there is little focus on
converting opportunities. Prospects are not sufficiently qualified
at this stage but activity can be based around moving these to
pipeline.
Need to dedicate some focus to building a qualified opportunity
bank for the 2nd half of the year, to ensure that we are not in the
same position come July.
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MANAGING YOUR POSITION

Taking into account the different pressures
you

Relative level

under

across

different

time

periods, identify how you will utilise the

Conversion

of focus
NOW

are

resources

you

have

available

to

best

manage your position

Generation

Strategic
Growth

Consider your own position against that of
the company as a whole. Reviewing the

Timing of
impact

data as a group and on different levels will

Feb - May
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Mar - Aug

Jul - Dec

help you to work out an overall approach.
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MANAGING YOUR POSITION

Focus

on

customers

offer you multiple

which

benefits,

Generation

aligned to your requirements.
This is the key to meeting your
immediate requirements at the
same time as building a strong

Conversion

Strategic
growth

forward position.
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SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS

Use these qualifying questions to help you
identify what you need to do in order to progress
an opportunity to the next stage

Use the principles to understand where your
current priorities are
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Appropriate responses include a focus on:
- Generating near term opportunities
- Converting existing pipeline opportunities
- Developing strategic growth channels

Over time, the more business you can secure in
advance of the immediate period, the more your
focus can shift towards strategic growth
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